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01 Introduction

01 Introduction
1.1 Purpose of the Document

1.2 Strategic Case

1.3 Clinical Case

This Design and Access Statement has been
prepared on behalf of United Lincolnshire
Hospitals NHS Trust to support a detailed
Planning Application for the construction
of a new Emergency Department at Pilgrim
Hospital, in Boston.

After the Prime Minister’s visit to Pilgrim
Hospital in 2019 to announce funding for
20 organisations, an Outline Business Case
(OBC) has been developed through several
workshops with the clinical teams, estates,
finance and patient representatives.

This statement will demonstrate how the
proposals will result in the development of the
site in a way that addresses the specific issues
relative to the actual site and its neighbouring
uses. This section introduces the project, the
development site and the client strategic
aims and objectives.

The working group established a clear
principle from the outset – there needed to
be a complete redesign of the whole ED, as
the existing layout and adjacent infrastructure
would not allow for extensions.

The current Emergency Department at Pilgrim
Hospital was completed in October 1999. At
the time demand and subsequent planning
was based on attendances of 130 patients
per day. Primary Care Streaming opened
in October 2017 providing an additional 3
clinical rooms to see minor injury and ailments.
The department now sees an average of 204
patients per day.

The statement continues by outlining both
constraints and opportunities in the local
development context. The report then
examines the way this information has been
used to formulate key design principles,
showing how these principles have been
applied to the design of the submitted
proposed use, amount of development, layout
of the scheme, access to the development,
scale, massing and appearance.
Strategies in relation to sustainable design,
external and internal access proposals and
security are addressed further in the report.
The statement ends by outlining the proposed
development strategies and summarising
conclusions. An appendix detailing the
architectural drawings submitted alongside
the application is attached at the end.

ULHT’s performance against the 4-hour target
has been poor. There have been growing
attendances to the Emergency Department
(ED), staffing difficulties and a long length of
stay for inpatients, which causes backlogs
into the “front door”. Plans have been
developed to improve the position but it was
recognised that the aging infrastructure in
the ED’s had not kept pace with demand and
modern medicine, and this was a significant
contributing factor to performance.
Capacity and demand modelling showed
that, for most ill patients that require access
to the resus area, the 4 existing resus rooms
are not sufficient - requirement for 6 cubicles
and often current demand peaks at 8. The
Majors and Minors areas of the ED are
similarly compromised, with the overwhelming
demand resulting in patients being treated
on corridors, in close proximity to oneanother and struggling to access appropriate
monitored bed spaces.

Resus:
Activity modelling studies showed that the
existing 4 resus bays were in use most of the
time with a regular requirement for 6 - 8 bays.
Majors and Minors:
The data showed that, whilst existing capacity
for minors was sufficient, major’s requirements
were almost double existing.
UTC:
Based on the 15/20 minute consultation times,
an additional 3 rooms above the existing 6
would be required. Boston area GP’s have
also agreed extended access primary care
services operating out of the department
requiring 1 further consulting room.
Extra services such as CT, bereavement
and frailty services will also form part of the
proposed clinical model.

Pilgrim Hospital
Existing Emergency Department
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02 Planning Policy & Guidance
2.1 Planning Guidance & Consultations

2.2 Application Details

2.3 Local Development Framework

Initial pre-application discussions (Pre-App
PENQ/20/0048) between the Design Team
and Boston Borough Council Planners have
taken place with a view to explaining the
development intentions, including how the
new Emergency Department will respond to
the wider hospital context. Discussions also
included agreeing the planning validation
content for this application.

This Application seeks the demolition of the
existing Support Services, Dental and CardioRespiratory Departments Building (named
further the ‘H’ Block) adjacent to the existing
Emergency Department, the refurbishment
of the existing Emergency Department and
the erection of a new two-storey Emergency
Department extension on the footprint of the
H Block, with accommodation and associated,
enclosed plant at first floor.

Policy 2: Development Management
This policy outlines the key aspects
required for the permission for sustainable
developments, including:
• size, scale, layout, relationship to the
character and appearance of existing
developments;
• quality of design;
• sustainable design;
• access and parking;
• design for flood risk.

Several virtual meetings between the Design
Team, Client and Planners were hold during the
design process with a view of discussing the
on-going Application and the development of
the scheme.

The next chapters of this document are going
to describe how the scheme addresses each
of the above points.

02 Planning Policy & Guidance
2.4 NHS Long Term Plan

2.5 National Planning Policy Framework

Whilst improving out-of-hospital care could
have a huge impact on local health, the
NHS Long Term Plan also sets out the key
improvements needed for Emergency Care:

11. Making effective use of land
“make more effective use of sites that provide
community services such as schools and
hospitals, provided this maintains or improves
the quality of service provision and access to
open space. “

• Introduce comprehensive clinical streaming
at the front door of A&E departments, so
patients are directed to the service best
suited to their needs on arrival;
• Implementing Same Day Emergency Care
(SDEC), (also known as ambulatory emergency
care), increasing the proportion of people who
are not admitted overnight in an emergency;
• Reduced the number of people delayed
in hospital – reducing the length of stay of
patients who remain in hospital for more than
21 days, and freeing up nearly 2,000 beds;
• Rapid growth in the number of whole time
equivalent A&E consultants
• By expanding and reforming urgent and
emergency care services the practical goal
is to ensure patients get the care they need
fast, relieve pressure on A&E departments,
and better offset winter demand spikes
The scheme submitted here addresses
all these critical points and provides a key
opportunity to address emergency care
provision for the next 30 years.

The Pilgrim Hospital site has been developed
over a period of nearly 50 years, although
historic parts of the site were built in the late
1800s. The exact location of the Emergency
Department is dictated by the existing ED
building, but also by the nature of the services
delivered within, requiring close connections
with other departments.
This development makes use of the occupied
site through demolition and refurbishment
works as well as the addition of a new build
extension, unlocking an important part of
the hospital site and offering effective use of
existing premises.
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03 Statement of Community Involvement
3.1 Communication Strategies
The Trust’s Communications Team has
produced a Communications Plan which
outlines the notices covered up to date and
the programme of future strategies (submitted
alongside this Design & Access Statement).
Starting with the initial wave of communications
when the Prime Minister visited the site to
announce funding opportunities and ending
with the most recent update, when the artist’s
impressions have been shared with the wider
public, the communication strategies have
kept the public aware of current developments
in relation to the scheme.
The Trust will release another notice once the
project is submitted for Planning, with a link
directing the public and stakeholders to the
Council website.

03 Statement of Community Involvement
3.2 Stakeholder Consultation

3.3 Design Team

In addition to public engagement, the Trust
has carried out an extensive Outline Business
Case (OBC) study for this proposal to evaluate
the clinical and financial options open to them.
As a part of this process, there have been
weekly consultations with Trust stakeholders
and specialist consultants, including:

The design has been developed by a multidisciplinary design team, comprising a wide
range of specialist consultants:

• Clinical leads
• Trust Estates
• Facilities Management
• Infection Prevention and Control
• IT
• Patient Transport Services
• Ambulance Service
• Fire Consultants
The stakeholder consultation has assisted
with all aspects of the development, ensuring
that the proposed development functions
internally, connects to the wider hospital, and
properly supports the delivery of emergency
care services to the Boston area.

Project Manager: Turner & Townsend
Contractor: Graham Construction
Architect: P+HS Architects
Civil/Structural: Price & Myers
Building Services: RPS
Acoustic Services: ADT
Landscape Architects: CGM
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4.1 Site Location
The site is located on the grounds of Pilgrim
Hospital, in Boston, Lincolnshire.
Pilgrim Hospital is situated in the east of
Lincolnshire on the A16, north of the town of
Boston. It is surrounded primarily by residential
areas, as well as Boston High School to the
south of the site.
The proposed site sits within the Hospital
premises and comprises the existing
Emergency Department building and an
adjacent building (H Block) housing Support
Services and the Dental and CardioRespiratory Departments.
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4.2 Site Photographs
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5.1 Existing Site

Prior to the commencement of the design
works, a thorough site analysis exercise was
conducted. The existing site presents a series
of constraints and opportunities that have
informed the proposed design approach, as
follows (next page):

05 Site Analysis
5.2 Constraints
• Existing Emergency Department building
to be retained and adjacent block to be
demolished;
• Ambulance route to be kept live during
construction;
• Vehicular and bus routes to be kept live
during construction;
• Hospital routes to remain active during
construction (e.g. dirty corridor);
• Fire escapes from Main Hospital into
demolition block.

5.3 Opportunities
• To create a welcoming approach to Main
Hospital entrance by refurbishing existing ED
facades;
• To create true sense of place and centralised
drop-off area by relocating ED entrance
closer to Main Hospital entrance;
• To create a more welcoming external area in
front of Main Hospital entrance;
• New ambulance canopy creates a more
coherent functional end of the building, while
the entrance on the opposite end of the
building becomes the public-facing side.

06 Design Development & Narrative

06 Design Development & Narrative
6.1 Design Development
The proposal has seen multiple design
iterations before reaching its current stage.
Mainly defined by existing constraints on
site and existing structural elements on
the Emergency Department elevation, the
current design is a result of several exercises
that informed the narrative.
A series of studies on the proportions and
materiality of the facades were carried out,
with an aim to understand the proportions
and rules of the existing elevation and the
structural constraints.
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0.1

6.2 Design Narrative
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06 Design Development & Narrative
6.3 Design Principles
The proposed design aims to offer a more
welcoming approach to the Hospital site.
Situated at the entrance into the wider site,
the new Emergency Department is going
to visually set the tone to a new approach
experience for patients, visitors and staff.
Making use of the existing structural constraints
on the facade, the proposed design employs
these elements to create a new language
that is defined by proportion, order and visual
rhythm. The formal, civic appearance of the
proposed scheme underpins a design that
responds to the proposed clinical model and
acute clinical needs, a building which is both
functional and welcoming, therapeutic.
The use of colour has been requested and
highly supported by the Trust, with an aim to
create a vibrant scheme and a modern Hospital
building. Colours will be used externally, as
well as internally within the internal finishes
schemes and internal wayfinding strategy.

06 Design Development & Narrative
6.4 Phased Construction

0.1

Existing Buildings & Enabling
Works

0.2 Demolition of H Block

0.5

0.3 Erection of two-storey extension

and external refurbishment of ED
0.4 Internal
and demolition of ambulance canopy

Construction of ED entrance, ambulance end and ambulance canopy and
external facade elements
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7.1 Use
The application covers the demolition of
the Support Services Building (H Block), a
new two-storey Emergency Department
extension in its place and the refurbishment
of the existing Emergency Department
(development addressed in this document as
the New Emergency Department overall).
The new Emergency Department will retain
the same use as the existing building,
adjusted to the increase in patient numbers
and improved clinical model. The proposed
Emergency Department will require gross
external floor area of 4570sqm. The use class
of the internal areas is stated below:
Emergency Department		
		

E(e)

07 Design
7.2 Layout
The proposed Emergency Department is
formed of several sub-departments that
relate to specific stages in the clinical journey
of the patient:
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The proposed layout is the result of an
extensive series of weekly meetings and
engagement sessions with the clinical leads,
nurses and admin staff working in the building.
Several iterations were developed as a result
of consultations and feedback received, with
the finalised approved layout shown on the
left.
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Reception & Waiting
Urgent Treatment Centre
ED Majors / High Turnover
ED RAIT
Ambulance Arrivals
Resuscitation
Bereavement
Diagnostics
Staff Support Facilities





























 




07 Design
7.3 Amount, scale and massing

South Elevation

In relation to massing, the proposed scheme
follows the same profiles as the existing
buildings. The demolition of the existing two
storey block will follow with the erection of a
new two story extension in its place.

East Elevation

07 Design
7.4 Materials & Appearance
Just as the internal arrangement of the
building has provided an opportunity to
improve emergency care delivery for the
Trust, the external appearance provides
an opportunity to raise the quality of the
approach and entrance to the hospital.
The proposed building incorporates several
materials, soft and vibrant tones and different
textures, in order to offer a welcoming and
therapeutic environment. The material
palette, through the use of brick, proposes a
natural appearance, while the use of coloured
rainscreen cladding offers a sense of newness
and vibrant contemporaneity.
The front elevation is formed of three main
segments:
the central existing and refurbished part, the
ED entrance and the ambulance end.
The main entrance offers a play of rigid and
transparent elements. The formal colonnade
will be formed of brickwork, grounding
the main entrance, while the second layer
comprised of transparent glass and cladding
panels will act as the light element.
The combination of brick, cladding and glass
and the different layers on which they sit
in relation to one another, proposes a play
of textures and shadows which offer visual
interest and a vibrant design language.

07 Design
7.4 Materials & Appearance
All materials, colours and finishes are to be agreed
with the Planning Authority.

standing seam
colour & finish TBA

facing brickwork
colour TBA

rainscreen cladding
colour, finish & pattern TBA

window manifestation
artwork TBA
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7.5 Proposed Floor Plans
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7.5 Proposed Floor Plans
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07 Design



7.6 Proposed Elevations
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08 Access
8.1 External Access Strategy

8.2 Internal Access Strategy

The main public access to the hospital site
is from Sibsey Road. The pedestrian and
vehicular routes in are going to be maintained.
All pedestrian routes around the building will
be clearly defined and well lit.

The design of the building is based on
a fully inclusive environment that allows
access to everyone regardless of disability.
As such, the design is based on the current
recommendations of the 2010 Equality Act.

The ED entrance has been strategically
placed in close proximity to the Main Hospital
Entrance. When accessing the site by car, the
existing Hospital drop off space will also be
used by the ED patients, creating a centralised
Hospital plaza from which several routes
branch out into the different departments on
the Hospital site.

The internal floor finishes to all areas of
the building near the entrance will be slipresistant, whilst ensuring that the movement
of wheelchairs is not impeded. Visual contrast
will be provided to doorways, edges and
changes of surface, whilst dementia needs
will be considered in the choice of individual
finishes.

The new entrance lobby features sliding doors
with level threshold. The lobby will be fitted
with extensive entrance matting to reduce
the risk of slipping on vinyl flooring within the
Emergency Department.

A bespoke wayfinding sign system will be
developed to assist patients and visitors
understand the treatment process in the
department and identify toilet/washing
facilities. Providing clear information to
patients can help reduce aggression and
make a safer environment for all.

08 Access
8.3 Car & Cycle Parking

8.4 Security

8.5 Sustainability

All existing car parking and cycle parking
numbers are detailed in the Travel Plan which
has been submitted alongside this report. As
described in the OBC and Travel Plan, the
Trust are not planning on increasing staff
numbers with the development of the new ED
and are happy with their current car parking
numbers and arrangement.

Consultations with the Designing Out Crime
Officer (DOCO) and Suitably Qualified
Security Specialist (SQSS) John Manuel have
been had with an aim to design a building
that meets the Secured by Design standards,
a space which is secure for both staff and
patients and does not encourage crime or
anti-social behaviours.

A separate Sustainability Statement has been
submitted alongside this application.

Six additional cycle spaces are going to be
installed in the existing cycle parking area,
in close proximity both to the Main Hospital
Entrance and the ED Entrance.

The report submitted by the SQSS outlines
the following proposals:
• all ground floor and easily accessible
glazing to incorporate thick laminated
glazing;
• any curtain walling system to be tested
and secure;
• ambulance bays to be well lit and far from
main entrance;
• effective use of directional and informative
signage;
• site lines should be kept simple and
designed to ensure and enhance natural
and formal surveillance opportunity,
avoiding the creation of hidden recesses;
• avoid the creation of climbing aids;
• CCTV and external lighting should be
provided so that the perimeter, all external
doors, routes, and parking areas are well
surveyed and well lit;
• landscape to allow for minimum
maintenance and with a maximum growth
height of no more than 1.2 metres.
All the above recommendations have been
considered and addressed in the proposed
design.

The statement outlines environmental targets
such as BREEAM, passive design strategies
and energy performance aims.

09 Conclusions

09 Conclusions

This submission is intended to demonstrate
the suitability of the proposed new Emergency
Department.
The design team have considered the
integration with the hospital site, the local
context, staff feedback, clinical and technical
requirements, and the vision of modern
Emergency Care in Boston.
We believe that the scale, form and use of
the proposals are appropriate for the site,
and present an opportunity for improving
the quality, accessibility and delivery of
emergency healthcare.
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10 Appendices

The following drawings submitted for
planning should be read in conjunction with
this Design & Access Statement:
Site Drawings
Site Location Plan 			
Existing Site Layout
Existing Block Plan
Proposed Site Layout
Proposed Block Plan

GM21-PHS-ZZ-ZZ-D-A-07001
GM21-PHS-ZZ-ZZ-D-A-07002
GM21-PHS-ZZ-ZZ-D-A-07003
GM21-PHS-ZZ-ZZ-D-A-07006
GM21-PHS-ZZ-ZZ-D-A-07007

Main Building
Existing Ground Floor Plans
Existing First Floor Plans
Proposed Ground Floor Plan
Proposed First Floor Plan
Proposed Roof Plan
Existing Elevations
Proposed Elevations

GM21-PHS-ZZ-00-D-A-07004
GM21-PHS-ZZ-01-D-A-07005
GM21-PHS-ZZ-00-D-A-07008
GM21-PHS-ZZ-01-D-A-07009
GM21-PHS-ZZ-03-D-A-07010
GM21-PHS-ZZ-ZZ-D-A-07101
GM21-PHS-ZZ-ZZ-D-A-07102
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